BIG
SYSTEM

We have designed
a selfdestructive
economic system.
We don’t measure
half of what is valuable.

PRODUCE

[2]
[4]

ECONOMIC

ECONIMIC

GROWTH

VALUE

[24]

Economic growth is strongly coupled
with material consumption
Economic growth is almost coupled with consumption.
Consumption is nomally the largest GDP component.
Many persons judge the economic performance of
their country mainly in terms of consumption level and
dynamic. economic growth occurs whenever people
take resources and rearrange them in ways that make
them more valuable.
The growth of GDP -- aggregate measure of production
equal to the sum of the gross values added of all resident,
institutional units engaged in production -- can project
the economic growth.

KEEP BUYING

/ GROWING

Our economy
keeps growing.

We only start to measure ‘stuff’ when it
enters our economic system / the market

[19]

It is difficult to monetarize natural resources another

of our ecological problems is related to

way than through the free market, since it is highly

‘bad design’. Nature has no waste. It’s our

disputable (like what is the price of a wolve or beer?).

lack of knowledge and understanding of the

And because we only start to measure it when it enters

complexity of nature or intentionally.

COMMERCIALS

energy consumption

Economic value

difFIcult
to messure

and quality of the wood. We forget the environmental values

Economic value

like CO2 capture, making oxygen, cycling nutritiens and

of a wolf

prevention of soil erosion.

Rebound effect
/Jevons paradox

Jevons Paradox also called 'rebound effect' is the proposition
which a resource is used tends to increase (rather than decrease)
the rate of consumption of that resource).

[21]
[17]

WEALTH &
PROSPERITY?

FAST-MOVING
CONSUMER GOODS

THROUGH THE SYSTEM

Economic growth depends on the amount
of money and the speed with which it goes
around. That’s why the European bank and
the FED keep printing money out of nowhere
to keep the economy growing.

Fast moving consumer goods
drive economy moving while
push material passing our
system faster.
Also called consumer packaged goods: “fast-moving consumer
goods are characterised by high throughput volumes and frequent

Keynesian Multiplier Effect - the impact on the

Disposable Income (DI) - remaining income after

purchases. They have short or very short lifespan”. With around

economy (or GDP) when spending or investment

taxes are deducted (Disposable income is either

USD 12 trillion in annual sales, the fast-moving consumer goods

changes in the economy.

spent on consumption or saved) Marginal Propensity

and their packaging becomes a huge material flow, go through

to Consume (MPC) - the amount a society increases

the system very quick.

GDP =

I
MPS
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ECONOMIC MYTH:

WHAT WE

DON’T
MEASURE

We will grow out of the
crisis and everybody
will get the basic wealth
& prosperity. As long
as we grow…

Everything outside of the economic
system – so what’s not included into
a price – is called Externality. Clean
air is a positive externality, water
pollution is a negative externality.
Both are not accounted for.

We tend to focus on material wealth = money + stuff.

Natural resource stocks, eco-system services, biodiversity, the hiden value.

Also commercials help us to attach (social) value to stuff.

Example: fish has not only market value (be our dish) but also eco-value

And we need to keep buying to keep the economic system

(it can clean the water in the river, it is a part of natural food chain, bio-diversity).

its consumption, if its aggregate disposable income

growing. (the opposite of wealth is well-being, which is more

increases by $1.

a matter of health + friendship + nature/art + happiness

THE VALUE?

OBSOLESCENCE

[7.1]

GO SHOPPING

The part of planned obsolescence that refers to

them to be used up (obsolete) within a specific

“desirability”. In other words, an object may continue

time period. Products may be designed for

to be functional, but it is no longer perceived to be

obsolescence either through function, like

stylish or appropriate, so it is rendered obsolete by

a paper coffee cup or a machine with breakable

perception, rather than by function. Fashion is all

parts, or through “desirability,” like a piece of

about perceived obsolescence, and it could be said

clothing made for this year’s fashion and then

that perceived obsolescence is the number one

replaced by something totally different next year.

“product” of the advertising industry.

“design for the dump.”

Diplacement or transfer of problems
between different environmental pressures,
product groups, countries or over time

[20]

We live in a material world
Driving economic growth throungh consumers to focus on stuff.

GROWTH OF EEE OCCUPIDED
PER RESIDENT IN THE NETHERLANDS

[9]

BEHAVIOR
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CONSUMER

[18]

Our brain
is not ‘green’

10

Our evolutionary mindset is focussed on survival and

100

short term, so understanding long-term feedback loops

However, we don’t put it anywhere in our accounting sheets so

is rather abstract, has little to do with daily life/reality.

‘forget’ about these values when making decisions.

Also the human brain cannot contain much complexity
(bounded rationality)
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EVOLUTION

Feedback loop is
long, whole picture
is huge, our brain
is constrained

Waste goes to a
magic place called

“AWAY”
Waste coming from the supply chains

(production- and consumption system)
that ends up into the environmental
compartments (air, water, soil etc) or

or landfilled and occupies 6.3 million cubic

what is also called negative externalities.

yards of landfilled MSW.
EXAMPLE:
Disposable diapers last centuries in
landfills. An average baby will go through
8,000 of them!

We inherited much ’bad design’ from the

GAMMA

Industrial Age which is based on an analytical
scientfic mindset that tends to focus on
fragments instead of the whole picture.
(we are shifting towards a more sustainability age.
holistic scientific perspective - based on systems
thinking) We have problems to see see the
consequences through long feedback loop
(some environmental impact emerges long after)

EXTRACTION
[13.1]

IN AGRICULTURE

OBSOLESCENCE

Problem shifting
DOESN'T mean
problem solved

The rest, or 13.4 million tons is incinerated

higher than the annual global turnover of our total economy.

$

Waste is good
material at the wrong
place. The biggest
"wrong place" is landfill

VALUE LOST

PERCEIVED

Designing and producing products in order for

Planned obsolescence is also known as

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT LIFESPAN

OR INCINERATE

MAGICAL PLACE
CALLED “AWAY”

is composted for a 4.1% recovery rate.

0

Products and money move faster in
our economic system when products
have shorter lifespan.

PROBLEM
SHIFTING

LAND FILL

food waste per person 570,000 tons of this

stated: “the human brain is not hard-wired to be green”).

[7.0]

[6.1]

[6.2]

[6.3]

tons of food waste which is 106 pounds of

‘Daniel Goleman, author of ‘Ecological Intelligence’

The value of Mother Earth’s ecosystem service is equal or

Biomass

Every year we generate around 14 million

KG PER RESIDENT

WHAT WOULD BE

pulp mills.

fossil fuels

that as technology progresses, the increase in efficiency with

[12]

to provide raw materials for American paper and

metals

because the economic wheel has to keep turning and growing.

[25]

Every year nearly 900,000,000 trees are cut down

Ind. & Const. minerals

People are primarily consumers that have to keep buying

/ PRODUCTS GOING

Resource consumption
is growing exponentially
each year, coupled to the
increase in population
and economic wealth

(see [7] planned & perceived obsolescence).

“BUY!!!”

The value of a tree on the market is related to the amount

SPEED MONEY

CONSUMPTION

Bad design leads to
'design for waste'

the economic system-- give a price tag

≠ Messure ½ natural capital

oil consumption

RESOURCE

Bill McDonough (from C2C) states that part

EConomic system

Real gdp

Global used extraction of natural
resources in four categories

BAD
DESIGN

World GDP current US $

World GDP oil consumption and
energy comsumption growth rates

of a tree

PLANNED

EXPLANATION MAP

HOW WE

THINK

MEASURE

[1]

[7.2]

We only inlcude half of what’s valuable within the economic system which creates
a problematic situation in the world (and for business decisionmaking): if it doesn’t
have financial value, it’s not in the economic business equation as valuable (fresh water,
air, arable soil) while we are depending on it...

HOW WE

HOW WE

GROW
three year average growth rate

FLAW
ECONOMIC

HOW WE

PRODUCTION
[13.2]

VALUE LOST
IN PROCESSING

DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMPTION

[13.3]

[13.4]

VALUE LOST

VALUE LOST

IN DISTRIBUTION

IN OUR USAGE

A large share of input for the consumer

in the production of consumer goods,

some product, such as fruit, vegetables,

There can be a large propotion of

goods production system originated in

significant volumes of materials are

fish/seafood and dairy products, easy to

products are not put in use for which

the agricultural supply chain.

commonly lost during processing.

face up with losses during post-harvest

they were purchased, especially in

handing and distribution, as well as

medium-/high-income countries.

improper storage. This can be 10-20%
pf the total input material
Percentage of EEE replaced because they broke
Percentage of EEE replaced because they were unreliable
Percentage of EEE replaced because the consumer wanted a
new products, even though the original product was still functional

TAKE

MAKE

[14]

[15]

USE
[40]

WASTE
[16]

DISPOSAL

